MODERN
SCHOOL
FARIDABAD

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
CLASS – VI TO VIII
(2019-20)

“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to
those who prepare for it today”.
Holiday homework is an attempt to channelize the creative energy of
the children. Doing it in the right spirit with enthusiasm will make it
a great learning experience. Make sure that your work is neat,
presentable and original and conforms to the guidelines.

CLASS - VI
THEME: “NURTURE THE NATURE”
Nature is our mother.
Who unconditionally does care.
Several blossoms she bestows.
Sweetness everywhere for us she grows.
Mother Nature pampers us in all possible ways. Let’s appreciate her
during summer vacation for her infinite love for us. As during leisure,
we can visualise her beauty to applaud. We can spend plenty of time to
be with nature and celebrate its blessings like watering plants, planting
saplings, visiting natural surroundings.
ENGLISH
1. Compose a poem on Nature on A4 size sheet. (Roll No-1-12)
2. Write a diary entry on How pollution and global warming are affecting the
nature?
(Roll No-13-24)
3. Write the conservation of planets and make comic strips –Why is there no
life in any other planet except on Earth? Make it as interesting and hilarious
as you can. (Roll No-25-36)
4. Supplementary Reader- Pinocchio Read Ch.- 1 to 3 and prepare a short
summary on A4 size sheet
5. Learn 10 Homophones, Synonyms, Antonyms and one word for a group of
word from ch-8 from grammar book.
6. Revise all chapters done in class in a separate note book.
MATHS
1.Collect pictures of 10 things around you in the nature having some
mathematical shapes. For

example; star fish having symmetrical shape, Planets

having spherical shape etc. paste their picture on A4 size sheet and also write
their names with its mathematical concepts involved in studying the shapes. Use
colourful picture to make it interesting. (Roll No.1-20)
2.Make a natural scene with the help of Tangram figure. (RollNo-21-36)

3. Make an activity to verify that addition is commutative for the whole number
4. Revise PT-1 syllabus (Ch.-1 & Ch.-2) and do assignment in assignment note
book.
SCIENCE
1. Visit a park in your area and write the name of five medicinal plants along
with their usefulness in day to day life and paste their pictures also.
2. Observe your city and write down five ways that cause Global warming and
also write their measures to prevent Global warming.
3.Observe your surroundings and write down any three Non-biodegradable
waste ,their effects and the Best way to dispose it.
4.Revise PT-1 syllabus (Ch-1 & Ch-4) and do assignment in assignment
notebook.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. How will you conserve natural resources? Write a short paragraph on it.
2. Cut and paste at least five advertisements on conservation of non-renewable
resources on A4 size sheets.
3. What efforts will you take on your behalf to conserve the natural resources
and show your efforts by making model on it.
4. Revise PT-1 syllabus (History Ch.-1, Geo Ch.-1, Civics Ch.-1) and do
assignment in assignment notebook.
G.K
1. Write 20 National current affairs for the month of April to June.
2. Write new seven wonders of the world and paste the picture of them on A3
size sheet.

COMPUTER
1.Create a poster on the MS-WORD on the topic SAVE MOTHER EARTH and
take a printout on A4 sheet.
2.Revise PT-1 syllabus (CH-1 & 2).
FRENCH
1 Draft an advertisement for print media with effective and catchy slogan
related to” SAVE NATURE”
2.Make a collage on French culture and civilization.
ART&CRAFT
Draw any two landscapes with crayon colours on A3 size sheet.

CLASS - VII

THEME: “HEALTH IS WEALTH”
ENGLISH
1. Draft an advertisement for print media with effective and catchy slogans
related to “HEALTH AND HYGIENE”

2. Weave a story under the influential subject matter “HEALTH IS WEALTH”
3. Supplementary Reader – The adventure of Huckleberry Finn
Read Chapter 1 to 8 and make a summary on A4 size sheet in your own
words.
4. Learn 15 homophones, synonyms and antonyms of Ch 21 from grammar
book.
MATHS
1. “THE MATH APPETIZER”
a) Collect empty packets of fruit juice brand of 200ml such as REAL,
TROPICANA, MINUTE MAID, PAPERBOAT etc.
b) Check the nutritional value given at the back of pack.
c) Compare the following nutrition value in all 5 packs: carbohydrates.
Dietary fibre, calcium
d) Prepare one bar graph each for carbohydrates, dietary fibre and calcium
e) At the end you will have 3 bar graphs and answer the following:
i)
Which juice makes bones stronger
ii)
Which juice will keep your digestive system healthy?
iii) Which will give more energy
f) Mark the tallest bars with green colour and shortest bar with red colour
2. Calculate the percentage of nutrients in the food that you eat in a week.

3. Revise PT-1 syllabus (Ch-1 & Ch-4) & Do given assignment in the
assignment notebook.
SCIENCE
1.. Dehydration is the most common problem in summers. Name any two
healthy drinks and write their benefits. Enjoy them with your family too.
2. Tulsi or vrinda is a sacred plant in Hindu belief. It has many health
benefits and is used to cure cough, bronchitis, cold etc. Collect information
about 5 such medicinal plants with their uses. Paste pictures too on A3 size
sheet.
3. Make a Working model of Electromagnet. (roll no. 1 – 13)
Make flash cards on different types of Nutrition (roll no. 14 – 27)
Make a model to demonstrate mechanism & breathing.(roll no. 28 – 39)
4.Revise PT-1 syllabus (Ch-1 & Ch-6) and do assignment in assignment
notebook.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Create an Advertisement on the topic “Health is Wealth” and elaborate the
following points:
a. Create a slogan and the name of celebrity whose name will help to create
a better impact
b. List out the forms of media where this advertisement will be placed.
c. Identify the target audience for this advertisement campaign.
2. Revise PT-1 syllabus (History Ch-1, Geo Ch-2, Civics Ch-1) and do assignment
in assignment notebook.
3 On a map of India, mark 5 states, one each from north, south, east, west and
central India. And paste pictures of kind of food eaten along with their nutritive
value.
G.K
1. Write 10 current affairs for the month of April to June and learn by heart.
2. Take 5 cuttings from the newspaper of the items that will help in maintaining
your health and hygiene. Paste pictures on A4 size sheet.
3.Learn Pages of G.K. book done in the class.

COMPUTER
1. Make a power point presentation on ‘Healthy eating habits and physical
fitness’ and bring the soft copy in a pen drive.
2. Revise PT-1 syllabus(CH-1 & 2 ).
FRENCH
1. Nommez 20 plats sains avec l’article defini des pays Europeans (Name any
20 healthy dishes with article definite of European countries ) and write in
French notebook.
2. Write 10 ways in French to keep yourself fit and healthy on A4 size sheet.
ART&CRAFT
Make a poster on the topic ‘SAY NO TO JUNK FOOD’.

CLASS - VIII
Indian Heritage
Cultural Heritage is the legacy of physical artifacts and intangible attributes of a group or
society that is inherited from past generations. Our culture traditions, monuments,
literature and various art forms make part of our heritage. These have been appreciated
world wide. we are proud to be a part of a country with such a vivacious culture
English
 Make a travel brochure for any one of the following Indian Monuments:
 a) Hill Forts of Rajasthan b) Sanchi Stupa c) Jim Corbett National park.
 You visited one of the Indian Heritage sites and found it deteriorating by the
tourists. Express your feelings of dismay and distress in a form of a diary entry in
about 80 to 100 words.
 Read the novel Sherlock homes ch-1.2 and3 and write the question /answers in
separate copy.
Mathematics


Visit at least two monuments of India, collect their pictures. Observe and find out
the kinds of geometrical shapes that form those monuments. Categories them into
two dimensional and three dimensional shapes, write your findings on an A4 sheet
along with pictures of the monument and verify Euler’s formula also .



Find the area of these monuments and arrange in ascending order.

Science
Project: A Field Trip -Visit a monument and collect the following information:
 The materials used to design the monument, kinds of trees planted around the
monument.
 Enlist the dangers caused to the monument visited by you.
 Pollutants responsible for harming the environment.
 The techniques used for ventilation in that monument.
 The ways to preserve our heritage.
 Revise P.T.1 syllabus in your practice note book.

Social Science
 Visit any three historical places in your city. Collect information about these places
like who built it/made it. What was the material used, along with its significance.
Present the information on A-4 size sheets and support it with pictures clicked by
you
 Various monuments constructed in India have been added in world Heritage Sites
for their grandeur but nowadays they are being affected by many external factors.
Identify those factors and suggest some measures to preserve our heritage.
 Make a poster of A-4 size showing rich heritage of India.
 Revise PT-1 SYYLABUS
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE Revise P.T.II syllabus.
 Paste pictures of world Heritage sites in India by UNESCO including Nalanda
University and explain its historical importance.
 When is the World Heritage Day celebrated every year? What was the theme
of 2019 World Heritage Day?
COMPUTER –
 Create a movie on “Indian Heritage” using movie maker software
describing monuments and culture etc with relevant music.
 Revise PT-1 Syllabus Ch- 1 & 2.
DRAWING –
 On A4 size sheet draw an color any monument of India.
FRENCH :
 Do a research on Cultural Heritage of France. Write down the
relevant points and it should be short and precise.
 Revise Done syllabus till date.

HINDI

